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#2.1.1:  ICBC provided only one answer to my RL 1.1-3 .  It is my understanding from 
that response the following table will continue to be reported / filed in the next RRA. 

 
Please confirm my understanding or otherwise provide a sample Figure for the next RRA 
 
#2.1.2:  ICBC has referred several intervener questions to their BCOAPO.7.2 response,  
which tells us almost nothing of a guiding consequence for this RRA,  let alone future 
RRAs leading 2021.  Although I have learned that ICBC has squirreled away some $13.5 
billion pending who knows what and when.  ICBC then goes on to defer responsible 
management in deference to Special Direction IC2 and OIC 67/18. 
This IR wants to know exactly what is ICBCs plan to return to 100% MCT Basic 
Insurance,  forget Corporate ICBC,  the BCUC and interveners have no input on that. 
 
#2.1.3:  Assuming the above table represents the MCT for Basic Insurance following 
OSFI Guidelines,  will ICBC please provide the same planned Corporate MCT table,  
showing Basic, Optional and Corporate configurations.  Which includes 2018/19 Outlook, 
2018/19 Actual, 2019/2020 Outlook.  Let’s have some Transparency here.  I am more 
interested in the format than the actuarial numbers (we will get to see those in due 
course),  so put in whatever,  to provide a reasonable depiction of how ICBC will continue 
to report MCT going forward. 
 
#2.1.4.  I could not find the $13.5 billion ICBC has in reserve for “Total Claims” 
(BCOAPO.7.2 response).  Please provide ICBC supporting evidence in a table on an 
annual basis from 2011 to present day. 
#2.1.4.1:  As a follow-up please explain the driving formula and sources that have 
created with massive asset windfall for ICBC Financial Stability / Balance sheet. 
#2.1.4.2:  Please provide a reason why ICBC cannot utilize this $13.5 billion held in 
reserve for Total Claims to reduce the annual escalating Basic Insurance premiums 
increases.  ICBC and the Government found reason to exploit the Optional Insurance 
Capital Reserve to dangerously low levels in prior years,  to the point no more capital 
transfers can be made to support Basic Insurance at or above 100% MCT.  
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#2.2.1:  It appears I constructed my #1 RL 1.1.5 poorly in February.  So trying to follow 
the Capital thread between Basic Capital “Available” (BCA),  where as of March 31, 2019 
the BCA was $70 million,  please explain why ICBC responded with $439 million budget,  
when I was referring to the loss of $450 million.  ICBCs response made no sense to me.  
If the 2018/19-2020/21 budgeted for something different (3 years presumably) so what ?  
“So what” comes from ICBCs response to my #1 RL 1.1.7,  where I suggest ICBC is 
bankrupt / insolvement.  And ICBC says they are “expecting” to return to a net income 
position.  But no explanation as to how ICBCs expectation will materialize.  ICBCs 
ambiguities begs an explanation,  disclosure of ICBCs return to prosperity…! 
 
#2.3.1:  ICBCs response to my #1 RL 1.1.11 is pure gibberish.  ICBC is portraying 
financial stability with a trick by setting aside the MCT 100%,  hoarding $13.5 billion for 
future claims settlements,  while having built a $16.4 billion investment portfolio with a 
very low yield return,  culminating in the hope their “Service Plan” has the panacea to 
raise ICBC out of bankruptcy / insolvency,  while premiums meet operating costs.  This 
recipe has not worked over the last 8 years.  For the sake of transparency please set 
out ICBCs “Action Plan to return to a viable operating insurance corporation,  
because the current Service Plan is not working”.  Further more “Product Reform” 
details are equally nebulous. 
 
#2.4.1:  ICBCs responses to all my IRs concerning Performance Measures (see #2.5.1 
below for example),  and future reporting do not in a single instance provide the response 
and information requested.  I know Chapter 1 Appendix B provide a “LIST”,  as did 
ICBCs responses in 2017 BCUC.1.1,  another “LIST”.  Please translate those lists into 
actual reports that delineate their respective performance measures.  Show us the format 
/ template / examples. After all the BCUC should know what they are approving ? 
#2.4.1.1:  ICBC refers to IR#1.BCOAPO.3.2 and 3.4 again delivers gibberish to deflect 
from transparency.  Please explain clearly why aligning Performance Measures with 
Corporate informs the BCUC,  who have no jurisdiction over Optional or Corporate ICBC 
are more informing. 
#2.4.1.2:  In the event (present or future) the BCUC and /or any intervener requests 
complete disclosure of performance measures that pertain only to Basic Insurance 
matters,  will ICBC comply. 
#2.4.1.3: I still have not figured out why: “Corporate performance measures are long term 
and from time to time, ICBC will assess and adjust performance measures to ensure 
alignment to corporate strategy”.(ref: IR#1.BCOAPO.3.4).  This remark suggests ICBC 
will fiddle with any and all performance measures to suite ICBC rather than transparency 
to the BCUC and interveners.  Keep moving the” goal posts” !  Please explain this future 
strategy and how it is “effective / consistent / and transparent” in informing the BCUC and 
interveners,  especially in the context to BCUC jurisdiction boundaries. 
 
#2.5.1:  In ICBCs response to #1 RL.3.1 “The Application,  Appendix 8 A,  Figure 8A.4 
provides the proposed reporting for the five performance measures which support the 
financial stability strategic goal”  There’s nothing in Figure 8A.4 that could possibly be 
considered the “financial stability strategic goal”,  it’s all down hill.  Please reassure the 
BCUC and this intervener that Figure 8A.4 is not the actual financial stability strategic 
goal going forward.  It follows the trajectory of the falling MCT.  And paragraph 38 in the 
application should have never been said.  
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#2.5.2:  In the application Chapter 8 describes ICBCs Corporate Performance Measures, 
page 8A-3  Enable Financial Stability  –  This includes performance measures for capital  
adequacy,  for overall profitability from operations,  and for investment return.  So looking 
for “profit”  I find:-  Basic Loss Ratio, Fiscal Loss Year, Increase in Loss Management, 
Loss Adjustment Ratio,  never found a Figure or a Table reporting “PROFIT”  why ?  If 
the Corporation is profitable and not bankrupt / insolvent because ICBC has $29.9 billion 
in cash,  surely there must be a Profit Table somewhere ?  That’s a question in terms of 
reporting ICBCs Corporate Performance Measures across all lines of performance 
measure reporting within the amended suite.  Presumably at the exclusion of the Basic 
Insurance side of ICBCs business. 
 
#2.6.1:  Cost Per Policy In Force:  background from ICBC RRA Exhibit B-1-2,  2007 Vol 
2 page 8-1, 

 
2007 Vol 2 page 8-18 

 
In ICBCs response to my #1 RL.4.8 ICBC explains reasons to discontinue reporting Cost 
Per Policy in Force in deference to Loss Adjustment Ratio and Insurance Expense 
Ratio.  The above table demonstrates Internal Operating Costs, External Expenses and 
DPAC.  Which reflect claims costs,  administration costs,  operating costs and so on.  
Please demonstrate in “ONE” table the equivalency of CPPIF to LAR and IER for the 
operational excellence goal (para 51 page 8B-13)   taking into account the complexities 
described in ICBCs response to #1 RL.4.8.  Please retain the above 2007 information. 
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#2.6.1.1: Having attempted to understand ICBCs response to #1 RL.4.9 by referencing 
Figures 8A.7 and 8A.11, added side by here for this IR.  They both have the same text, 
different numbers,  yet I am no closer to understanding how these two separated tables 
lead to the “operational excellence goal” given in ICBCs response to #1 RL.4.8.  Will 
ICBC please demonstrate how these tables achieve that objective,  and how these two 
tables relate historically with transparency. 

 
The following tables adds further to compounding my misunderstanding,  information is 
dotted all over the place:- 

  

  

 
I have included Figures 8A1.1 and 8A1.2  to presumably address the complexity issue. 
It completely escapes me how 6 tables are more efficient , having quality control in 
explaining the cost of policies ?  There’s no history in these tables for context or 
alignment to “operational excellence goal”.  Refer back to 2007 Figure 8-17 
Performance Statistics – Cost Per Policy in Force for my context in this IR. 
 

In regards to Quality Control the Transcript March 26, 2019 -  Mr. Ghikas provides the perfect 
summary to my (frustration) “confusion”:  Page 32 lines 19 to 26,  page 33 lines 1 to 16 in regards 
to the practice of cross-referencing other IRs in IR responses.  The same analogy exists within 
the 2019 RRA leading to the aforementioned IRs in round 2.  Lastly Mr. Ghikas on Page 38 lines 
1 to 14 expects this second round of IRs will “crystallize” the performance issues raised in IR1 
and now IR2.  We can only hope Mr. Ghikas is right. 

 
Richard Landale 
C1 Intervener. 




